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Newsletter No. 18 -1 August 2007

Impero Management Group - Think' Outside the Square!
The property development game, contrary to popular belief, is not the easiest game in town. Rising
construction costs, possible federal government changes, scarcity of trades, increasing population, and
declining affordability, are just some of the factors that are impacting in a major way on the supply of new
residential stock. Commercial and retail stock is in better shape, however developers of this product would
do well to learn some of the lessons from the current industry climate. Australia is in what is probably the
most sustained period of economic growth in its history. This economic growth, whilst accepted gladly, does
create some of its own issues, and we should not be so introverted in our thinking as to not be planning our
investment and development strategies out beyond any economic slow down.
In the interim however what are some of the approaches we can look at to maintain viability and point of
difference -

Construction Methodology
Construction materials are now being considered in greater depth than ever before in an attempt to try and
maintain a cost advantage. Lightweight panel, heeble panel, sandwich panel, steel framed, flat packed, tilt
up, precast flooring, are all different approaches to save cost but predominately via a factor of time saving.
Relationships with builders and contract methodology has taken another turn. Cost plus contracts,
margin/equity offset, time performance indicators, and non tendered pricing, are other ways in which the
affect of construction cost is being managed by developers.
Vertical integration is a less favoured approach as it requires large capital investment and continued supply
of work. However it has been achieved by some large scale developers and this has the impact of enabling
them to bring a product on the market up to 30% less retail value than traditional developers. If this process
is completed in large scale developments, it tends to stifle supply in the short term by reducing competitors
but decreases affordability in the long term as profits are banked on the back of increased demand.

Presale Issues in a Rising Market
Financiers more often than not require presales to reduce the debt, if not clear the debt, on completion of
the project. However in a rising market presales are not necessarily the risk mitigator they appear to be.
Even in a high demand market, presales can take several months to achieve. During this time however,
because construction costs are also rising rapidly, total development cost will rise, and when combined with
a large percentage of fixed presales, this actually increases the risk of the project. It is the opposite of
locking in construction cost and letting sale prices float. By locking in sale prices and letting construction
costs float, the risk to return on cost is greatly increased. Completed stock in a demand driven market will
always receive premium over presale stock.
The question however arises, if the financiers won't budge then how do we take care of those presale
requirements. There are several options the first of which is a strong balance sheet of alternative assets.
This is not however conducive to most developers to tie up alternative assets.
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Another option is to develop a strong partnership with some equity providers who agree to offthe plan
purchases in exchange for a return on equity funds.
A further refinement of this approach has been developed by Impero Management Group and is the
Developing Property Partners (DPP) concept. The DPP approach enables a developer to achieve 100%
debt funding by providing limitedrisk return to presale purchasers. It provides a lower dollar return to the
developer but with no or very low equity provision, increases the return on equity significantly.It also
addresses the presale 'Iag', fixes construction costs early, and allows the developer to move through a
project and onto the next much quicker.
Equity Funding Options
Equityfunding arrangements are another factor of the development process that can be looked at in
alternative ways. Traditional 30% equity, 70% principal debt funding options often provide the lowest return
on equity to the developer. This is not to advocate 100% debt funding as the solution, however there are
several ways in which funding partners can be utilizedto gain better returns.
The DPP concept as detailed above is a new approach that works quite well for all parties. As any product
should though, it relies on performance and producing a product and service of quality.
Equity partners who also agree to presale options can receive a share of profitand also an increased capital
value in retail unit value on completion.
There are also other options including mezzanine JV funding with a fixed annual return. This process
addresses the presale issue but is totally dependant on time to achieve a developer return.
Suffice to say that there are many options of principal debt and equity funding packages that can and should
be explored with every development opportunity.
Impero Management Group
Impero prides itself on its financial management skills and its abilityto look at funding arrangements,

constructionmethodologyand allfactors outsidethe traditionalcost and prices.Thesefactorscan turn an
averageprojectinto an excellentprojectwith someforethoughtand experience.
If at any stage Impero can assist you or your clients with Property Development Solutions, please don't
hesitate to contact us.
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